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Problem C: GPU Accelerated Logic Re-simulation 
Yanqing Zhang, Haoxing (Mark) Ren, Ben Keller, Brucek Khailany 

NVIDIA 

Q&A  

Q1. Fail in launching on AWS. Cannot launch the EC2 VM . 

A1. Please find updated instructions at  

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY 

→AWSGettingStartedGuide.pdf →5. Launch a VM instance from AWS Console. Check that you have 

requested a ‘spot’ in AWS, and not a ‘reserved’ or ‘dedicated’ .  

 

Q2. How do you determine if we use compilers other than gcc and g++ since we're not required to provide 

our source code? For example, participants using Intel C compiler (ICC) may take great advantage of 

ICC's superior single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) support. Our question is, how can the rules be 

imposed upon all participants such that no one will take advantage of this situation? 

A2. From Problem C's perspective, we don't see an issue as we don't restrict compilers. We do state some 

restrictions on submission format, outlined in the problem description document for the contestants. 

Excerpt: "Problem Formulation: The code may be written in any language, for example including, but 

not limited to, C/C++, CUDA, or Python. However, keep in mind that the code will be run on the 

contest-supplied GPU platform for evaluation." "Evaluation: Submissions that do not utilize GPUs to 

achieve speedups over the baseline implementation will not be evaluated." Also, please reference 

Figure 5 for submission format. 

We will not install any additional software packages on the testing platform. If they use specialized 

library, it needs to be included in the submission. 

 

Q3. I am wondering if the standard cell library （vlib file）will be the same for all test cases including 

hidden ones ? I've found that all combinational cells have single bit input/output and would like to 

know if this is true in cases. 

A3. The vlib file “GENERIC_STD_CELL.vlib" Is universal to all test cases, including hidden ones. Your 

assessment that all combinational cells have single bit input/output ports is true. In any case, bussed 

inputs/outputs, such as those on rams, are ‘non-single bit’ only in name—physically, they are still single 

bit ports. 

 

Q4. I noticed that some of the delay paths are specified with edge identifiers "posedge" or "negedge". How 

does these rules apply to x -> z and z -> x transitions? 

A4. For each arc entry in the SDF: (0,1,X) -> z transitions are turn-off transitions. Turn-off transitions may be 

defined specifically with a 3rd tuple following the rise and fall delay tuples (1st and 2nd tuple, 

respectively) in the SDF file. In the event a 3rd tuple does not exist, we take the minimum delay value 

in either the 1st or 2nd tuple. (0,1,Z) -> x transitions are unknown state transitions. Unknown state 

transitions can be thought of as having a 4th tuple following the previous 3 tuples in the SDF file, 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1IrWXkHEED_gVsLPUGrIKNIOAE6BIp0WY
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where we take the minimum delay value in the 3 previous tuples. 

Now, across different arc entries, there are some special rules regarding transitions to and from ‘x’ 

state. For x -> z transitions, we should take the maximum time possible. For z -> x transitions, we 

should take the minimum time possible. 

I doubt simulation of logic gates will exhibit z transitions, so I doubt you will run into this issue. 

 

Q5. Is the Verilog code in flatten view ? 

Does the Verilog code have only one top module? 

Do the inputs and outputs of self-defined gate always assign in the same sequence? 

For example, there is a gate MyGate(a, b, c). 

Is MyGate always written in this way? MyGate _gate1(.a(_a), .b(_b), .c(_c)); 

Is it possible: MyGate _gate1(.b(_b), .a(_a), .c(_c));? 

A5. Yes, the Verilog code should be in flattened view. Yes, the Verilog code should have only one top 

module. We encourage contestants to download the benchmark set as early as possible and verify this 

for themselves. 

There are no self-defined gates in the netlist. Gate pin and net assignments are assigned by name, not 

sequence. It is possible for the text “MyGate _gate1(.b(_b), .a(_a), .c(_c));” to exist in the netlists. 

 

Q6. Are gates in all the circuits of test cases and hidden cases ordered in the topological order? Is it possible 

that there exist some rings of gates in the circuits?  

A6. There exists feedback in the combinational logic. However, there does not exist combinatorial loops. 
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Q7. For the answer of Q4 In the Q&A, it said that delay for turn-off transitions( (0,1, X) -> z) is defined by 

the minimum delay value in either the 1st or 2nd tuple if the 3rd tuple does not exist and for unknown 

state transitions( (0,1,Z) -> x) is defined by the minimum delay value in the 3 previous tuples. 

However, the reference for SDF format, IEEE Standard for Standard Delay Format (SDF) for the 

Electronic Design Process defined those transition delays by the following table, which is quite 

different from the definition in the Q&A. Which one is correct? 

 

 

A7. Please use Table 1 in the IEEE Standard for Standard Delay Format (SDF) for the Electronic Design 

Process. It is not only correct, but a much more clearer answer to Q4. 

 

Q8. Does the test cases only have combinational circuit? 

A8. A quick search of the problem description yields no mention of the phrase ‘test case’, so we will assume 

‘test case’ means ‘benchmark’ for this question. Each benchmark (both hidden and non-hidden 

benchmarks) contains a gate level netlist .gv, and a VCD file that contains the known signal waveforms 

for all primary input and pseudo-primary inputs (such as register/RAM outputs). The netlist .gv will 

contain combinational gates and sequential gates. Only unknown signal waveforms need to be 

simulated. 

 

Q9. We saw the problem description mention that re-simulation is performed on gate-level combinationl 

logic, so we want to know whether there are DFF and latch in the testcases. 

A9. A quick search of the problem description yields no mention of the phrase ‘test case’, so we will assume 

‘test case’ means ‘benchmark’ for this question. Each benchmark (both hidden and non-hidden 

benchmarks) contains a gate level netlist .gv, and a VCD file that contains the known signal waveforms 

for all primary input and pseudo-primary inputs (such as register/RAM outputs). While there exists 

DFF and latches in the gate level netlist .gv, there doesn’t seem to exist a DFF or latch output signal 

that needs to be simulated during ‘re-simulation’ in any of the testbenches (hidden and non-hidden) up 
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to this point. 

 

Q10. For those clock signals which trigger the sequential elements in the input of the circuit, do they all have 

a constant period? 

A10. Different clock signals within the same design may or may not exhibit the same period. Clock signals 

between different designs may or may not exhibit the same period. The same clock signal within the 

duration of the same testbench will have a constant period, if it is not gated. 

 

Q11. I noticed that some given signals in the input .vcd file are also the outputs of some sub-instances in the 

circuit. Are those instances all sequential elements? Will the simulation change those output values? 

and are the values of outptuts of all sequential elements given in the input .vcd file? If not, what is the 

initial value for outputs of the sequential elements and register? 

A11. Up to this point, all outputs of instances that are given in the ‘input VCD’ file are sequential elements. 

They are known signal waveforms, and the simulation is not required to simulate, or change those 

values. The simulator should simulate the unknown signal waveforms. So far the input VCD files 

should have been made to provide the values of the outputs of all sequential elements. The initial value 

for outputs of the sequential elements and registers should be ‘x’ at time 0 of your re-simulation. 

 

Q12. Setting up AWS spot instances gives me “<some_error_message_X_X>”, what do we do? 

A12. We encourage contestants to reference AWS documentation as well 

(https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/concepts.html) for AWS issues. 

 

Q13. I have problem about simulation. 

What happened if a2 signal in the AND gate of upper-right of figure 3 raise at 21999ps while others 

remain the same? 

Could you please explain in this case how do we "take the smaller delay" of the signal? 

Our guess is that the answer would be 22021ps(count signal a2) or 22038ps(count signal a1), is this 

correct? 

A13. The situation you have described does not incur ‘taking the smaller delay’ because signals do not 

switch simultaneously – they do not constitute a multiple condition switching scenario. When A2 rises 

at 21999ps A1 is still low. 

 

Q14. We wonder whats the difference between d1,d2,d4 and d8 of some gates with the same functionality in 

GENERIC_STD_CELL.vlib for example there is GEN_AND2_D1,GEN_AND2_D2,GEN_AND2_D4  

and GEN_AND2_D8. 

A14. D* represents drive strength. They may have different delays. 

  

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/concepts.html
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Q15. I have noticed that the vcd of sequential components’ output don’t need to be re-simulate since it 

exists in input vcd. However, I have found out that the time of output vcd is longer then input vcd to 

those outputs. So, should I have to still simulate the waveform of sequential components which is over 

the input signal ?     

A15. We are required to give output collaterals in time stamps as specified in each benchmark’s README 

file. Time of output vcd may be longer than input vcd because combinational cell switching activity 

may occur after the last switching activity occurs on the sequential elements. In such cases you can 

assume the sequential components ‘hold’ their value for the rest of the duration of the simulation. 

 

Q16. In order to have a sense about the performance of our initial simulator, we may compare its time with 

t_baseline. 

Would you please provide more details about the simulation tool and which computer machine you get 

t_baseline for described circuits and test benches? 

A16. t_baseline is measured using a conservative CPU based method. It exists as one of the ‘safeguards’ to 

ensure contestants truly have used a GPU implementation. The best way to ‘get a better idea’ of what 

the t_baseline numbers are is to submit a successful beta or final submission. 

 

 


